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Introduction 

Virtual landscapes are frequently used in areas such as computer games, movies, 

digital art and other specialized visualisation scenarios. Procedural generation takes 

the concept even further, giving players infinite replayability of their games and non-

interactive art authors infinite number of terrains to choose from. 

Procedurally generated terrains are however notoriously hard to control. Most terrain 

generation software only offers extremely limited programmability of the process, 

imposing severe limitations on the terrain structures that can be generated. 

The objective of this thesis is to create terrain generator that can be programmed using 

a fully featured scripting language.  

Many uses of virtual terrains require the maps to be enormous, larger than what can 

practically fit into a computer’s operating memory. The common solution is to cut the 

map into smaller tiles and generate each tile individually. Therefore, the generator 

needs to be able to generate a region of the map without internally generating the map 

in its entirety. 

Partial rendering however has severe implications on how the scripts are interpreted, 

because each function called by the script needs to account for this and needs to be 

provided information about the region it has to render. How are the rendering regions 

calculated depends on the function and its parameters, but also on how the function’s 

result is used further the script. This means that full knowledge of the script’s 

execution path is necessary to calculate the render regions. Chapter 2.5 explains the 

reverse information propagation problem in detail. Finding a solution to this problem 

is the main goal of this thesis. 

Chapter 1 explores work done in the field by commercial companies and the research 

community. 

Chapter 2 establishes the objectives of the thesis, outlines the main challenges and 

explains why the traditional scripting language interpreter model won’t be sufficient. 
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Chapter 3 presents solutions to the challenges and proposes a novel two stage script 

execution model, splitting the execution into a simulation stage and rendering stage. 

Chapter 4 takes a brief look at several map scripts and how map size and cutting the 

map into smaller tiles affects their performance. 

Appendix A describes the programming language used to write the map scripts. 

Appendix B details the intermediate code into which the scripts compile. 

Appendix C introduces a moderately complex map script, explains how it works step-

by-step and shows the various maps it can generate. 

Appendix D outlines contents of the attached CD. 
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1. Related work 

This chapter takes a look at the work done in the terrain generation area by the research 

community and commercial companies. Section 1.3 presents previous version of this 

project and highlights main areas of improvement that are the goal of this thesis. 

1.1. Terrain generation in scientific community 

One area of study is procedural synthesis of terrain using various approaches.  

Fully procedural approaches are usually based on some kind of coherent noise, most 

commonly Perlin noise [1]. Other noise algorithms include diamond-square algorithm 

[2], wavelet noise [3], simplex noise [4] and Worley noise [5]. Other authors proposed 

ways to improve maps generated with these algorithms and make them more fit for a 

specific purpose, such as usage in computer games [6]. 

Semi-procedural approaches where existing curve definitions or even raster images are 

used to create synthetic terrain maps also exist. Hnaidi et al. [7] explored usage of 

diffusion equations with control curves to create ridge lines, riverbeds or cliffs. Zhou 

et al. [8] combine user-sketched feature map with pre-existing height maps coming 

from real world satellite data to create realistic height maps. 

Another area of study is simulation (or approximation) of physical processes forming 

real world landscape. Many papers have been written about approximation of 

hydraulic erosion – Chiba et al. [9] used velocity fields on height maps, Beneš [10] 

used voxel-based approach while Krištof [11] et al. used particle-based approach. 

Other physical processes such as snow accumulation were also explored [12]. 

Terrain generation programmability is not well explored by the research community – 

research is generally focused on the individual tools that would be available to a 

programmable terrain generator, not the toolbox itself. 

1.2. Commercial terrain generation software 

There are several complex commercial solutions focused on terrain generation. World 

Machine [13] focuses solely on procedural and semi-procedural height map 

generation. Terragen [14] is more complete world creation and rendering tool. Most 
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3D graphics programs such as Autodesk 3DS Max [15] also have tools that can create 

virtual terrains, although these are much more limited than the dedicated software. 

1.2.1. World Machine 

World Machine [13] is a terrain creation tool developed by Stephen Schmitt. Single 

license costs $99 - $2491, however very limited free version is available.  

Rules for terrain generation are defined by wiring a network of devices which represent 

individual generation and filtering functions. Input plugs allow detailed customization 

of device’s behaviour. Output plugs then provide the device’s output. Devices are 

placed and wired using a drag-and-drop user interface. This allows for some limited 

programming, although advanced concepts such as loops are not available.   

 

Figure 1: Device network in World Machine 

The device network can then be repeatedly executed to generate terrains. These 

terrains can be saved to disk or explored using 2D and 3D viewers. 

                                                 

1 Price of per-seat license of Word Machine 2.3 obtained from the official site (13) in 

November 2014. 
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The selection of devices is very wide – it ranges from simple constant height generator 

or Perlin noise generator to sophisticated natural phenomena simulators. These include 

hydraulic erosion, thermal weathering, snow cover and coastal erosion simulators.  

 

Figure 2: 3D preview in World Machine 

All terrains created by World Machine are effectively infinite – the user can choose 

which rectangular region is rendered. 

World Machine has an option of a “source license”, which allows to license the entire 

source code of the application so it can be embedded into other applications as a terrain 

creation component. Pricing of this license is not publicly available. 

1.2.2. Terragen 

Terragen [16] is a world creation and rendering application developed by Planetside 

Software. One license costs $199 - $6992, but a restricted free non-commercial version 

is available. 

Terragen has a device network-based terrain generation component somewhat similar 

to World Machine, but the network is also used to control water, atmosphere, lighting, 

vegetation and even to add custom 3D models to the world. Entire complete scenes 

                                                 

2 Price of per-seat license of Terragen 3 obtained from the official site (16) in November 2014. 
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can then be rendered into an image or video (unlike World Machine, which is primarily 

used to produce height maps).  

“Programming” in Terragen is also restricted to simple networks of devices, not 

allowing for loops or conditions. 

 

Figure 3: Terragen user interface 

Terragen was used to create many top budget Hollywood movies such as Avatar, 

TRON: Legacy and The Hunger Games [14].  

1.3. Previous version of this project 

GeoGen was first developed as my bachelor’s thesis [17]. The scope of the work was 

to “create a scriptable generator of terrain height maps”.  

Map scripts for the first iteration of the project were written using the Squirrel 

programming language [18]. Squirrel VM along with a SqPlus binding library [19] 

was then used to execute these scripts, while GeoGen extended Squirrel’s standard 

library with custom functions and classes used for map generation. 

The generator provided a complex library of about 200 map generation functions and 

classes, ranging from basic arithmetic operations on height maps to vector graphics 
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functions, various kinds of random terrain generation functions and physics-based 

hydraulic and thermal erosion simulator. 

 

Figure 4: Example renders from the first version of GeoGen. 

A graphical script development application was also provided, featuring modern text 

editor with syntax highlighting and code completion and 3D renderer to explore 

generated maps. 

 

Figure 5: GeoGen Studio, 3D viewer (left) and code editor (right). 

The fact that an existing language and interpreter was used however imposed many 

limitations on the generator as a whole. One major limitation was that the syntax of 

the language couldn’t have been extended or customized. This caused the language to 

be cumbersome for map script writing.  

Prime example of this is how map metadata was handled – metadata are used to declare 

arbitrary information about the map that can then be displayed in the hosting 

application. More importantly, metadata is also used to specify map parameters and 

all of their attributes. Because Squirrel doesn’t have a notion of such metadata, an 
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improvised approach had to be developed – the map script always contained at least 

two functions: a “GetInfo” function, which would be called with requests for 

individual metadata entries, and a “Generate” function, which would contain the actual 

map generating code. Figure 6 presents a simple complete map script example. 

function GetInfo(info_type){ 
 switch(info_type){ 
  case "name": 
   return "Basic"; 
  case "description": 
   return "Elementary script generating just a random noise 
with given parameters."; 
  case "args": 
   GGen_AddIntArg("width","Width","Width of the map.",  

1024, 128, GGen_GetMaxMapSize(), 1); 
   GGen_AddIntArg("height","Height","Width of the map.",  

1024, 128, GGen_GetMaxMapSize(), 1); 
   GGen_AddEnumArg("water_distribution",  

"Water distribution", "Detrmines overall shape of  
terrain and water areas.", 0, "Uniform;Canals"); 

   GGen_AddEnumArg("smoothness","Smoothness", 
"Affects amount of detail on the map.", 1,  
"Very Rough;Rough;Smooth;Very Smooth"); 

   GGen_AddEnumArg("feature_size","Feature Size", 
"Affects size of individual hills/mountains.", 1,  
"Tiny;Medium;Large;Huge"); 

   GGen_AddIntArg("water_level","Water percentage", 
"How much of the map should  be covered by sea.",  
60, 5, 95, 5); 

    
   return 0; 
 } 
} 
 
function Generate(){ 
 local width = GGen_GetArgValue("width"); 
 local height = GGen_GetArgValue("height"); 
 local water_distribution = GGen_GetArgValue("water_distribution"); 
 local smoothness = 1 << GGen_GetArgValue("smoothness"); 
 local feature_size = GGen_GetArgValue("feature_size"); 
 local water_level = GGen_GetArgValue("water_level") / 100.; 
 
 GGen_InitProgress(2); 
 
 local base = GGen_Data_2D(width, height, 0); 
  
 base.Noise(smoothness, ((width > height) ? height : width) /  

(5 * (4 - feature_size)), GGEN_STD_NOISE); 
  
 if(water_distribution == 1) base.Abs(); 
  
 base.Flood(1 - water_level); 
  
 GGen_IncreaseProgress(); 
  
 base.TransformValues(GGEN_NATURAL_PROFILE, true) 
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 return base; 
} 

Figure 6: Complete simple map script written in Squirrel. 

This code is not only very hard to read, but also has a major functional deficiency: the 

code that is contained in the “GetInfo” function is completely arbitrary and can easily 

break (for example by causing an infinite loop) and the runtime doesn’t offer any tools 

to prevent that. 

Another limitation was that the generator had very little information regarding 

structure of the script or its execution flow. This meant even very simple tasks such as 

displaying a progress bar indicating how much more time will be required to finish 

map generation had to be controlled manually by the script using function calls (see 

Figure 6).  

Squirrel’s simple reference counting memory management was also insufficient – 

consider Figure 7. 

local a = new HeightData(10000, 10000); 
local b = new HeightData(10000, 10000); 
a.Add(b); 
local c = new HeightData(10000, 10000); 
c.Add(a); 

Figure 7: Squirrel script sample demonstrating with memory managed based on reference counting. 

By the fourth line, object “b” is no longer required, but the virtual machine won’t 

release it, because it is theoretically still valid (variable “b” is still alive and holds the 

reference). After “c” is declared, three 200 MB3 objects have to be stored in operating 

memory simultaneously instead of just two, raising peak memory consumption from 

400 MB to 600 MB. This forced script authors to manually release memory using 

statements like “b = null” in otherwise high-level scripting environment. 

Complex optimizations requiring knowledge of the execution plan were also 

impossible. This mandated  that each layer of the entire height map in the default 1:1 

scale would be generated and stored for its entire lifetime (generating the map in 

smaller pieces was not possible, see section 2.5). This imposed severe restrictions on 

                                                 

3 Each pixel is stored in 2 bytes, therefore the entire map is stored in 10000 × 10000 × 2 bytes. 
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how big and complex maps could be realistically generated with the generator4 – the 

simplest 1-layer maps could be generated in resolution up to 20000 × 20000 pixels, 

but for more complex maps the effective size limit was closer to 5000×5000 pixels. 

Generating infinite maps or accurate map previews (in reduced resolution) was also 

not possible. 

Major focus of this thesis is to resolve these deficiencies by designing a custom 

programming language optimally suited for map scripts and developing an interpreter 

for it which will be able to perform all necessary optimizations without manual hints 

from script authors. 

                                                 

4 This is primarily considering memory limitations of 32bit processes, however multi-hundred 

megabyte maps are not practical even without those limitations.  
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2. Requirements 

The objective of this thesis is to create a terrain map generator which can be controlled 

using map scripts written using a powerful scripting language. The generator should 

be able to render arbitrary rectangular region of the map. It also should be able to 

render maps at various zoom levels. 

2.1. Terrain representation 

The terrains are represented as height maps. A height map is a grayscale raster image 

where each pixel represents height in that location – the brighter the pixel, the higher 

the elevation.  

 

Figure 8: Height map of a region around Lake Geneva (left) and its 3D render (right). Elevation data provided by 

Viewfinder Panoramas [20]. 

This representation is easy to convert into any other representation (such as voxel mesh 

or polygon mesh). It can also be stored using common image formats such as BMP or 

PNG. Main advantage of this representation is ease of manipulation – height maps can 

be viewed, created and modified using most commonly available graphical software. 

A key disadvantage of this representation is that height maps are restricted to 

representing a single height in each point and cannot be used to represent some terrain 

features such as caves and overhangs. 

Another important aspect is that the height map itself doesn’t carry any information 

about horizontal or vertical scale of the map. For example, Figure 8 represents an 

approximately square region with a side of 50 km. Black colour represents the lowest 
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elevation in the region (372 m above sea level at the level of the lake) and white the 

greatest elevation (3057 m above sea level at the peak of Mont Ruan). In contrast, on 

a height map of the entire Earth, black would represent the sea level and white would 

be about 9000 m above sea level.  

2.2. Map operations 

There are four basic kinds of operations that should be available to the scripts: 

 Random noise generators create a height map filled with pseudo-random 

noise. This noise is used to make the terrains look natural and to create different 

maps with different random seeds. 

 Mathematical/geometrical functions create fully deterministic 

mathematically defined shape, such as linear height gradient, a cone (radial 

gradient), a line etc. 

 Combination functions combine two (or more) height maps into one. 

Examples include addition, blending, intersection etc. 

 Filter functions modify heights in already existing maps. Examples are 

blurring, distortion, height transformations etc. 
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Figure 9: A height map created as a combination of a deterministic shape map and random noise. 

Common map creation algorithm is to create a composite height map from a random 

noise and a deterministic shape template. Figure 9 illustrates this concept on a map 

which is created by simply adding random noise to a template containing a blurred 

cone. Randomness represented by the noise will make sure the island will be different 

with each random seed. The template on the other hand ensures that the map will 

always contain a central island surrounded by sea. 

2.3. Scripting language 

A custom scripting language optimal for writing map scripts must be designed. These 

are the main goals that should be achieved: 

 The map scripts must be terse, but very easy to read and understand even 

without deep knowledge of the language and/or its standard library.  

 The scripts should be fully contained in a single text file. Such map script can 

be created with any text editor without need for any other tools and can be 

easily shared and distributed. 
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 The language should be very easy to learn for anyone familiar with commonly 

used procedural programming languages. There must not be any unexpected 

behaviours in any aspects adopted from other programming languages. 

 The language must be powerful enough to represent arbitrary logic. 

 The language must not prevent the virtual machine from performing the 

optimizations it needs to in order to execute the scripts effectively. 

 The scripts must be safe and should not be allowed to access the file system or 

information about the user or the computer. 

2.4. Finite and infinite maps, cut-outs 

The generator should distinguish between finite and infinite5 maps and be able to 

render both.  

A finite map usually portrays a specific terrain feature (a single island) or a group of 

terrain features (for example ring-shaped chain of islands in Figure 10). Reference size 

of such map needs to be specified, so that these features can be positioned and scaled 

accordingly. This reference size is called „map size“. 

 

Figure 10: Example of a map which is finite in both directions. This map depicts five identical islands. 

An infinite map is usually a relatively uniform map which can be calculated for any 

combination of coordinates. These maps are typically a base noise function (or a 

                                                 

5 “Infinite” can in this instance be covered by 32bit coordinates which is enough for almost 

any purpose, allowing the generator to represent area 10 orders of magnitude larger than the surface 

area of Earth (using scale 1 pixel = 1×1 m area). 
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combination of noise functions) modified with a series of filter functions – such as the 

desert map in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Example of a map which is infinite in both directions. This map depicts a desert of dunes. 

A map can be finite in one dimension and infinite in the other – such as the map in 

Figure 12, which is infinite along the direction of the river and finite in the vertical 

direction. 

 

Figure 12: Example of a map which is infinite in the horizontal direction and finite in the vertical direction. 

The generator should be able to render arbitrary rectangular portion of any map 

independently and efficiently. This means massive maps which wouldn't fit into the 

computer's memory can be rendered piece-by-piece (see Figure 13). Another use of 

this feature is on-demand map generation, for example in a game where only a small 

part of the world where the player's character is located is stored in memory and other 

areas are generated as they are required (and then discarded again as the player leaves 

the area). Multiple parts of a single map can be rendered in parallel, should the 

application choose to do so. The generator must guarantee that neighbouring tiles will 

blend together seamlessly.  
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Figure 13: A massive 10000×10000 px map rendered in 1000×1000 px tiles scaled down post-render (the tile 

boundaries are highlighted with a red grid). 

Finite maps can't render the area outside of their boundaries (determined by the map 

size). 

The generator also must be able to render maps at different scales, allowing to render 

zoomed-in or zoomed-out maps efficiently. This feature is useful to generate quick 

previews where generating the entire image would take too much time and for on-

demand level-of-detail algorithms, where distant terrain can be generated at reduced 

detail level and close-up terrain at maximum detail level. Maps rendered at a reduced 

resolution may not be perfectly accurate, because the entire rendering process is done 

at the lower resolution – for example the map rendered at 10% scale in Figure 14 is 

not very accurate, but also takes minimal time and memory to create. 
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Figure 14: 200×200 px map rendered at 100% scale (top left), 50% scale (top right), 25% scale (bottom left) and 

10% scale (bottom right).  

2.5. The reverse information propagation problem 

The “reverse information propagation problem” is a problem caused by combination 

of several factors: 

 The user/hosting application specifies the size of the final render, but many 

map operations may require pixels from outside of those bounds on their input 

to produce accurate output. 

 The renderer must be able to generate accurate cut-outs of any map. When two 

adjacent cut-outs rendered separately are put back together, they must match 

perfectly. 

 The scripting language is Turing-complete and therefore its execution path 

can’t be determined in reverse (from ending state to the initial state). 

The problem is that each operation must know its rendering bounds, but these 

rendering bounds can be only determined after the entire execution path through the 

script was determined. Figure 15 is a simple script demonstrating the problem. 
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// Create a radial gradient centered at [100, 100] with radius 100 
var map = HeightMap.RadialGradient([100, 100], 100, 1, -1);  
map.Blur(50); // Blurs the map with a radius of 50 pixels 
yield map; // Return the map to the hosting application 

Figure 15: A simple map script demonstrating the problem.  

Rendering bounds of the third line are determined by the user input, for example 

100×100 px with origin at [0, 0]. To calculate rendering bounds of the remaining lines, 

the bounds information need to be propagated backwards. The “Blur” function 

computes arithmetic mean of pixels in a region with specified radius for each pixel, so 

it requires the rendering bounds of its input to be greater than its output bounds by 50 

px in all directions to ensure adjacent blurred cut-outs match, therefore the rendering 

bounds of the “RadialGradient” function are 200×200 px at [-50, -50]. 

Figure 16 illustrates this on two neighbouring tiles of the map defined by Figure 15. 

  

var map = 
HeightMap.RadialGradient([100, 100], 100, …);  

  

map.Blur(50); 

The pixels outside of the primary render 

region are not accurate and must be 

discarded. 

  

yield map; 

 

4 separately rendered tiles together 

Figure 16: Two tiles rendered separately illustrating that reverse rendering bound expansion is required. The red 

rectangle signifies the 100×100 px primary render region. 
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Various functions have various input rendering bounds requirements, in some cases 

much more complex than the “Blur” function. For example, function “Rotate”, which 

rotates the map by specified (arbitrary) angle, requires vectors containing coordinates 

of its output rendering bounds to be multiplied by an inverse of the rotation matrix. 

The script may also be much more complex making the reverse propagation even more 

complicated, for example by using complex loops where each iteration depends on the 

previous iteration and therefore can’t be executed in reverse.  

var map = HeightMap.RadialGradient([100, 100], 100, 1, -1);  
 
while(Random() > 0.5) // Generate random number in range <0, 1>  
{ 

// Keep blurring the map until a number <= 0.5 is generated 
map.Blur(50);  

} 
yield map;  

Figure 17: Example illustrating impossibility of executing the script in reverse. 

Finding and implementing solution to this problem is the main objective of this thesis. 
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3. Analysis 

This chapter presents solutions to the challenges outlined in previous chapter.  

Section 3.1 contains brief overview of the scripting language designed to be used for 

the map scripts. 

A naïve programmable terrain generator would execute scripts written in this language 

using a traditional interpreter, which would map script variables directly to data objects 

representing the height maps. Any calls to script functions would be routed straight to 

their native counterparts, which would immediately sculpt the data objects as they 

went. 

This solution however falls apart due to the “reverse information propagation 

problem” (see chapter 2.5), because rendering bounds of each height map function 

can’t be calculated until execution of the script is finished. 

As a solution, the process of script execution is reorganized as follows: 

1. Compile the text script into computer-friendly intermediate code, described in 

section 3.2. 

2. Simulate the intermediate code using a traditional stack-based virtual machine, 

described in section 3.3. Whenever a call to a rendering function is 

encountered, mark it into a linear sequence along with all of its parameters 

instead of executing it immediately. Specifics of this “rendering sequence” are 

described in detail in section 3.4. 

3. Now that the rendering sequence is complete, calculate the rendering bounds 

of each function call. This algorithm is described in section 0. 

4. Calculate lifetime of each data object which takes part in the sequence, 

described in section 3.6. 

5. Render the height maps, described in section 3.7. 

3.1. Scripting language 

The scripting language is a high level dynamically typed procedural programming 

language. It has C-like syntax which should be familiar to most programmers.  
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In order to simplify its storage and distribution, each script is contained entirely in a 

single file, including any metadata, all declarations and the actual code. 

The language supports most basic constructs common among C-like languages – if-

else if-else conditions, for and while loops and functions.  

To reduce complexity of the compiler, more advanced non-essential concepts such as 

custom structures, custom classes and inheritance are not supported. There are many 

predefined classes in the standard library that can be used by the scripts though. 

Important part of the language are its arrays, which can be used as both ordered 

sequences of elements and key-value collections. These arrays can be used to emulate 

structures, stacks, queues, dictionaries and other data structures. 

The language has a special syntax used to declare various metadata about the script, 

including script parameters, supported map sizes (and specification whether the map 

is infinite or not). 

Appendix A contains more detailed overview of the language. Its full reference along 

with documentation of its standard library can be found on the attached CD. 

3.2. Compilation 

The compiler is based on a set of parsing stages created using ANTLR [21]. 

First, lexer transforms the character stream into a sequence of parameterized tokens 

using a simple regular grammar. 

Parser then builds a syntax tree and transforms it into an abstract syntax tree (AST), 

which is focused on representing the semantics of the programming language, unlike 

the syntax tree which represents its syntax. This makes the tree much simpler and 

easier to process in the next stage. 

Tree walker then finally generates an object tree using the AST. This object tree 

contains any information contained in the script itself – the logic is stored in instruction 

blocks and any other metadata (such as declarations of functions etc.) is stored in 

appropriate object-oriented fashion. The intermediate code is described in detail in 

appendix B. 
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This object representation is then fed into the virtual machine described in the next 

section. 

3.3. Execution 

Once the script is compiled into the intermediate code, it is simulated in a virtual 

machine. 

Each instance of the virtual machine is initialized for one specific compiled map script. 

Because the script code can refer to any script parameters, including map size and 

render region, those values have to be specified during initialization. Therefore the 

entire script has to be executed anew for each rendering, if the map is being cut into 

multiple tiles (this is acceptable, because script execution takes by multiple orders of 

magnitude less time than the rendering stage; see chapter 4 for actual time 

measurements). 

The virtual machine itself is a straight-forward implementation of a stack-based 

intermediate language simulator. Details of its implementation can be found in API 

reference found on the attached CD. This section only highlights several key ideas 

behind its design and implementation. 

3.3.1. Memory management 

Since the memory-intensive height maps are only actually instantiated in the rendering 

stage of the execution, the virtual machine can sacrifice some memory efficiency for 

the sake of simplicity. 

Therefore all values are created as needed and are managed using a reference counting 

approach. Objects are released when no references point to them (typically, this will 

be when a variable holding reference to it goes out of scope).  

In addition, to prevent memory leaks due to possible circular references in nested 

arrays, a list of all live managed objects is maintained. All managed objects created 

during the virtual machine’s lifetime are released when it is destroyed. 
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3.3.2. Native bindings 

The classes and functions used by scripts have to be bound to corresponding low-level 

native classes and functions. From the script's point of view, these bindings have to be 

seamless - when a script creates a new instance of a particular type, the binding has to 

ensure that a native instance of an appropriate type (assuming the given type is bound 

to a native type) is instantiated. When a function is called, its parameters have to be 

validated, translated to their native values and passed into the native function. If the 

function returns a value, it has to be wrapped in an appropriate dynamic object. 

Class binding has to implement following operations: 

 Create instance of the bound class. 

 Destroy instance of the bound class. 

 Extract native value from an instance of the class. 

 Compare two instances of the class. 

 Convert instance of the class to a string. 

Function binding has following tasks: 

1. Validate both count and types of input parameters of the native function. Apply 

implicit conversions if the types don’t match exactly and a conversion is 

possible. More complicated input validations may also be necessary (such as 

square root requiring its argument to be greater than zero). If any validations 

fail, trigger a runtime error. 

2. Extract a native value from each of the arguments. 

3. Call the native function with the native arguments. 

4. Convert its return value (if any) to appropriate managed type based on return 

type of the native function. 

3.4. Rendering sequence 

The main output of the simulation stage is a sequence of calls to rendering functions 

and yield operations called the “rendering sequence”.  

This sequence is strictly linear, without any jumps or decision points. References to 

map objects are represented as indices into map object array. Size of this array can be 

easily determined with a single pass over the sequence (this array only holds references 

to the data objects themselves). Each slot in the array is used only by a single object, 
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which is only created and released once, making any memory management extremely 

simple. 

One step in the rendering sequence usually contains: 

 Step type identifier – identifies which operation is represented by the step. For 

example “HeightMap.Multiply” or “HeightProfile.Blur”. 

 Single index of a return object – each step has to have this index, even if it 

doesn’t write any changes to any map object (in that case it is the “this” object). 

For example the yield step has a reference to the object being yielded as its 

return index. 

 A list of indexes to argument objects – this is a list of map objects that are 

inputs to the operation being represented by the sequence step. For example, 

an operation that adds two maps together will need to have indices to the two 

addends in its argument list. 

 Any other arguments – these are arguments that are not map objects 

themselves. These can be numbers, coordinates, strings etc.  

For example, the script code Figure 18 transforms into a rendering sequence in Figure 

19. 

var heightMap = HeightMap.Empty(); 
for (var i = 0; i < 5; i += 1) { 
 heightMap.Unify(HeightMap.RadialGradient([i * 200, 200], 1, 0)); 
} 
yield heightMap; 

Figure 18: Example of code which translates into much longer rendering sequence. 

{0} <- HeightMap.Empty() 
{1} <- HeightMap.RadialGradient([0, 200], 1, 0) 
{0} <- HeightMap.Unify({0}, {1}) 
{2} <- HeightMap.RadialGradient([200, 200], 1, 0) 
{0} <- HeightMap.Unify({0}, {2}) 
{3} <- HeightMap.RadialGradient([400, 200], 1, 0) 
{0} <- HeightMap.Unify({0}, {3}) 
{4} <- HeightMap.RadialGradient([600, 200], 1, 0) 
{0} <- HeightMap.Unify({0}, {4}) 
{5} <- HeightMap.RadialGradient([800, 200], 1, 0) 
{0} <- HeightMap.Unify({0}, {5}) 
{0} <- Yield({0}, [0, 0], [1000, 1000]) 

Figure 19: Rendering sequence of code in Figure 18: Example of code which translates into much longer 

rendering sequence. 
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Some function calls, such as „Noise“, get translated into multiple rendering sequence 

steps (one for each layer of the coherent noise). This serves the purpose of breaking 

the sequence into smaller steps so that the process seems more responsive to the user 

(rendering progress is reported after each step). 
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3.5. Rendering bounds calculation 

This algorithm calculates rendering bounds for each step in the rendering sequence. It 

works backwards from the last step (see chapter 2.5 for explanation why).  

The first step is to build a dependency graph of the rendering sequence. In this graph, 

the sequence steps are the vertices and dependencies of the steps on their argument 

objects are the edges. Order of edges in each vertex is important and must be preserved 

for the bounds calculation algorithm. 

var base = HeightMap.RadialGradient([500, 500], 400, 1, 0); 
base.Blur(20); 
base.Add(HeightMap.Noise({256: 0.8})); 
yield HeightMap.DistanceMap(base, 100); 

Figure 20: Example code for bounds calculation. 

#1 {0} <- HeightMap.RadialGradient([500, 500], 400, 1, 0)  
#2 {0} <- HeightMap.Blur({0}, 20) 
#3 {1} <- HeightMap.Noise(256, 0.8, 0) 
#4 {0} <- HeightMap.AddMap({1}) 
#5 {2} <- HeightMap.DistanceMap({0}, 100) 
#6 {2} <- Yield({2}) 

Figure 21: Rendering sequence of code in Figure 20. 

Rendering sequence in Figure 21 translates into dependency graph in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Dependency graph of rendering sequence from Figure 21. 
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The actual bounds calculation algorithm requires a single pass over the sequence in 

reverse (in addition to the pass done during dependency graph construction). 

calculate_rendering_bounds(rendering sequence S) 
{ 

R := reverse(S) 
G := dependency_graph(R) 
B := bounds of each step in S, initialized at zero size 
 
foreach(step s in R) 
{ 
 V := vertex corresponding to s 
 A := array() 
 foreach(E in V) 
 { 
  Add target of E to A 
 } 
 
 s.update_bounds(A, B[s], B) 
} 
 
return B 

} 

Figure 23: Pseudocode of rendering bounds calculation algorithm. 

The „update_bounds“ function is different for each kind of step in the sequence. It can 

refer to its own rendering bounds (B[s]), because those are already calculated. Figure 

24 provides example implementations of this function for several common step types.  
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Function Pseudocode 

HeightMap.Blur Applies a box blur algorithm on the height map. The 

reference to „this“ is always the first argument for non-

static functions. 

HeightMap.Blur.update_bounds(steps A, bounds b,  
 bounds set B) 
{ 
 B[0].combine(expand(b, this.radius))  
} 

The „combine“ function expands previously calculated 

bounding rectangle to also contain given rectangle. The 

expand function expands the rectangle by given size in each 

direction. 

HeightMap.AddMap Adds another height map to „this“. 

HeightMap.AddMap.update_bounds(steps A, bounds b,  
 bounds set B) 
{ 
 B[0].combine(b)  
 B[1].combine(b)  
} 

Figure 24: Pseudocode of implementations of the update bounds function of different rendering steps. 
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3.6. Memory usage optimization 

Before executing the rendering sequence, the renderer needs to optimize its memory 

usage. Each instance only needs its memory allocated when its constructor is called 

(this is handled automatically by the constructor, without explicit work on renderer’s 

part). Its memory can then be released after the last sequence step which references it 

was executed. 

This is done using simple live variable detection analysis algorithm, which determines 

when each instance is last used. For each step in the rendering sequence, it calculates 

a list of object slots that will be released once that step finishes rendering. 

calculate_object_lifetimes(rendering sequence S) 
{ 
 L := list of object slots to release for each step in the sequence, 
  initialized at empty list for each step 

A := boolean value for slot referenced in S indicating whether object  
in that slot is alive, initialized at false for each step 

 R := reverse(S) 
 
 // Find the last step which uses each object slot 
 foreach(step s in R) 
 { 
  foreach(slot n in s.argumentSlots) 
  { 
   if(A[n]) 
   { 
    L[s].add(n) 
   } 
 
   A[n] := true 
  } 
 } 
 

return L 
} 

Figure 25: Liveness analysis algorithm pseudocode. 

{0} = HeightMap.Empty() allocate {0} 
{1} = HeightMap.RadialGradient([0, 200], 1, Height.Max) allocate {1} 
{0}.Union({1}) release {1} 
{2} = HeightMap.RadialGradient([200, 200], 1, Height.Max)  allocate {2} 
{0}.Union({2}) release {2} 
{3} = HeightMap.RadialGradient([400, 200], 1, Height.Max)  allocate {3} 
{0}.Union({3}) release {3} 
{4} = HeightMap.RadialGradient([600, 200], 1, Height.Max)  allocate {4} 
{0}.Union({4}) release {4} 
{5} = HeightMap.RadialGradient([800, 200], 1, Height.Max)  allocate {5} 
{0}.Union({5}) release {5} 
yield {0} release {0} 

Figure 26: Rendering  sequence from Figure 19 with object lifetimes annotated in green. 
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3.7. Rendering 

Renderer accepts a rendering sequence generated by the virtual machine and executes 

the rendering operations on actual height maps.  

The process itself is extremely simple, Figure 27 contains pseudocode of the 

procedure. 

render(rendering sequence S) 
{ 
 B := calculate_rendering_bounds(S) 
 L := calculate_object_lifetimes(S) 
 O := object table, with empty slot for each slot referenced in S 
 
 foreach(step s in S) 
 { 
  s.render_step(O, B[s]) 
 
  release object in O which are in L[s]  
 } 
} 

Figure 27: Pseudocode of the rendering algorithm. 

Similarly to the „update_bounds“ function, „render_step“ function is also different for 

each kind of step in the sequence. It updates the elevation data stored in in that step’s 

return slot of the object table. Figure 28 provides example implementations of this 

function for several common step types. 
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Function Pseudocode 

HeightMap.Flat Creates height map with constant height. The height is 

embedded to the step when it is created during simulation 

of the script code. 

HeightMap.Flat.render(object table O, bounds b) 
{ 
 O[this.returnSlot] = new HeightMap(b) 
 O[this.returnSlot].Fill(this.height) 
} 

HeightMap.AddMap Adds another height map to „this“. Reference to „this“ is 

always stored as a first argument slot. 

HeightMap.AddMap.render(object table O, bounds b) 
{ 
 O[this.argumentSlots[0]]. 
  AddMap(this.ArgumentSlots[1]); 
} 

HeightMap.Pattern Creates a height map which is filled with a repeating 

rectangular region of another height map. 

HeightMap.Pattern.render(object table O, bounds b) 
{ 
 O[this.returnSlot] = new HeightMap(b) 
 O[this.returnSlot]. 
  Pattern(this.ArgumentSlots[0], 
   this.rectangle); 
} 

Figure 28: Pseudocodes of several different step render functios. 
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4. Experimental results 

This chapter presents several map scripts and maps rendered with them, along with 

measurements of their performance while rendering maps of various sizes. Section 4.1 

also explores effect of tile size on total rendering time while generating a tiled map. 

All of the performance measurements were made on a laptop with Intel Core i7 

2630QM processor and 16 GB RAM. 

Note that current implementation executes the scripts in only one single thread. Unless 

noted otherwise, time spent saving the images to the hard drive is not included in the 

“Render” measurements. Rendering bounds calculation and memory usage 

optimization area both included in the “Render” measurements (however both of those 

are just single passes over a rendering sequence, so their time is very insignificant in 

comparison to the render time). 

Each measurement was repeated 5 times, a mean value of those measurements is 

presented. 

All of the scripts presented in this chapter can be found on the attached CD. The 

scripting reference (also on the attached CD) then explains these scripts in great detail. 

4.1. “Conflux” 

This script creates a map with a number of rivers meeting in a central lake. The number 

of rivers and size of the lake can be configured using parameters of the script. 

Appendix C describes this script in detail, including its code and intermediate maps. 

Number of intermediate code instructions executed (6 rivers): 454  

Number of intermediate code instructions executed (12 rivers): 778 

Number of rendering sequence steps executed (6 rivers): 45 

Number of rendering sequence steps executed (12 rivers): 51 

Size Compilation Execution Render Total 

1000×1000 px, 6 rivers 0.007 s 0.002 s 5.943 s 5.953 s 
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1000×1000 px, 12 rivers 0.007 s 0.003 s 6.089 s 6.099 s 

2000×2000 px, 6 rivers 0.007 s 0.002 s 19.534 s 19.543 s 

2000×2000 px, 12 rivers 0.007 s 0.003 s 19.736 s 19.746 s 

4000×4000 px, 6 rivers 0.007 s 0.002 s 69.931 s 69.941 s 

4000×4000 px, 12 rivers 0.007 s 0.003 s 71.329 s 71.338 s 

Figure 29: Performance measurements of the "Conflux" script. Medium lake size (this parameter doesn’t 

substantially affect performance). 

Tile size Number of tiles Total time 

1000×1000 px 1 6.983 s 

500×500 px 4 10.351 s 

250×250 px 16 18.257 s 

100×100 px 64 64.588 s 

50×50 px 400 248.436 s 

Figure 30: Total rendering time of the entire 1000×1000 px map when rendered in tiles of various sizes. Medium 

lake size, 6 rivers. The time includes the entire generation process and saving of  the rendered maps to the hard 

drive. 

 

Figure 31: Example render generated by the "Conflux" script. Map size 1000×1000 px, medium lake size, 6 

rivers. 
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Figure 32: Example render generated by the "Conflux" script. Map size 4000×4000 px, medium lake size, 6 

rivers. 

 

Figure 33: Example render generated by the "Conflux" script. Map size 1000×1000 px, medium lake size, 12 

rivers. 

4.2. “Dune sea” 

This script creates an infinite desert of dunes. It demonstrates how a simple 

combination of a few basic functions can produce very interesting results. 

Number of intermediate code instructions executed: 42 

Number of rendering sequence steps executed: 12 

Size Compilation Execution Render Total 

1000×1000 px 0.008 s 0.002 s 0.958 s 0.969 s 

2000×2000 px 0.008 s 0.002 s 3.824 s 3.834 s 

4000×4000 px 0.008 s 0.002 s 15.800 s 15.811 s 

Figure 34: Performance measurements of the "Dune sea" script. 
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Figure 35: Example render generated by the "Dune sea" script. Map size 1000×1000 px. 

4.3. “Marshlands” 

This script creates a wide river valley with a bottom covered almost entirely by a vast 

marshland. 

Number of intermediate code instructions executed: 172 

Number of rendering sequence steps executed: 68 

Size Compilation Execution Render Total 

1000×1000 px 0.013 s 0.003 s 6.541 s 6.557 s 

2000×2000 px 0.013 s 0.003 s 26.597 s 26.614 s 

4000×4000 px 0.013 s 0.003 s 107.167 s 107.183 s 

Figure 36: Performance measurements of the "Marshlands" script. 

 

Figure 37: Example render generated by the "Marshlands" script. Map size 1000×1000 px. 
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4.4. “Ouroboros” 

This script creates a ring of exactly identical islands. The number of islands can be 

configured using a script parameter. 

Number of intermediate code instructions executed (3 islands): 298  

Number of intermediate code instructions executed (3 islands): 697 

Number of rendering sequence steps executed (3 islands): 41 

Number of rendering sequence steps executed (3 islands): 69 

Size Compilation Execution Render Total 

1000×1000 px, 3 islands 0.004 s 0.005 s 4.946 s 4.955 s 

1000×1000 px, 10 islands 0.004 s 0.006 s 5.738 s 5.748 s 

2000×2000 px, 3 islands 0.004 s 0.005 s 18.921 s 18.932 s 

2000×2000 px, 10 islands 0.004 s 0.006 s 23.061 23.071 s 

4000×4000 px, 3 islands 0.004 s 0.005 s 73.536 s 73.545 s 

4000×4000 px, 10 islands 0.004 s 0.006 s 90.641 s 90.651 s 

Figure 38: Performance measurements of the "Ouroboros" script. 

 

Figure 39: Example render generated by the "Ouroboros" script. Map size 1000×1000 px, 3 islands. 
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Figure 40: Example render generated by the "Ouroboros" script. Map size 1000×1000 px, 10 islands. 

4.5. “Tepui” 

This script creates a tepui, a mountain with almost completely flat top and extremely 

steep mountainsides. 

Number of intermediate code instructions executed: 85 

Number of rendering sequence steps executed: 45 

Size Compilation Execution Render Total 

1000×1000 px 0.003 s 0.002 s 7.759 s 7.764 s 

2000×2000 px 0.003 s 0.002 s 30.820 s 30.825 s 

4000×4000 px 0.003 s 0.002 s 126.145 s 126.150 s 

Figure 41: Performance measurements of the "Tepui" script. 

 

Figure 42: Example render generated by the "Tepui" script. Map size 1000×1000 px. 
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Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to create a terrain generator programmable using a powerful 

scripting language while still allowing to render partial maps.  

This was achieved – a novel two-stage script execution model was proposed, splitting 

the interpreter into a simulation stage and rendering stage. 

An implementation that can be integrated into third party applications as a library was 

developed, along with a stand-alone command line interface. The implementation also 

includes a powerful standard library containing over hundred various functions. 

The library still has a way to go before it becomes a viable inclusion into a major 

project, but those are generally of a technical nature – it has been proven that the 

concept works. Some of the features that were present in the previous version of the 

generator are also still missing – namely the graphical script development studio and 

the hydraulic erosion simulator. An important step for the project would be proving its 

practicality by integrating it into an existing application, either as a plug-in for a major 

graphics software such as Adobe Photoshop or 3DS Max or straight into some open-

source strategy game that could make use of the random map generator. 
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A. Scripting language and standard library 

This appendix contains brief overview of the scripting language and its standard 

library. Detailed reference of the language and the library can be found on the attached 

CD. 

The language is called “GeoGen Script”. It is high level dynamically typed procedural 

programming language.  

The language’s syntax is inspired by modern programming languages such as C# and 

Java, but its function is more similar to PHP and JavaScript. The Squirrel programming 

language was also significant influence, because it was used as primary scripting 

language in previous version of the project (see chapter 1.3). However, GGS is much 

simpler language than either of these, because it forgoes more advanced features such 

as custom classes and inheritance.  

A.1. Script structure 

Each script is fully contained within a single text file, referencing or including other 

script files is not possible. The script is composed from script metadata, the actual 

script body and user function definitions.  

Script metadata contains declarations of script parameters and declaration of map size 

limits. Additionally, this section contains information which can be used by the client 

application to present the script to its users, including script name, description and any 

other values, which the script can define and the hosting application can choose to read 

them. This section is completely optional (all metadata entries will be replaced with 

appropriate default values if the entry is not defined by the script). 

Script body contains the actual code where script execution starts (equivalent of 

“main” function in other programming languages).  

metadata  
{  

Name: „Example script“, 
 Width: Finite, 
 Height: Finite, 

Parameters:  
{ 

  Smoothness: { Name: "Smoothness", Description: "…"} 
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} 
} 
 
var map = HeightMap.Flat(); 
yield map; 

Figure 43: Example of a script with simple metadata and trivial body. 

A.2. Type system 

GGS is dynamically typed, therefore all type checks are done at runtime using type 

information stored in individual objects.  

All objects are passed by reference, however most primitive types like Number or 

Boolean are immutable (and therefore behave as expected). 

All objects can be considered to implement type Object. Other than that, there is no 

inheritance in GGS. 

There are three primitive types in GGS: 

 Boolean – Either true or false logical value.  

 Number – Double precision floating point number as specified by the IEEE 

754 standard [22].  

 String – A series of Unicode characters of arbitrary length. Strings are only 

used to specify map names in yield statements and to pass text messages to the 

API. There aren’t any string manipulation functions in the standard library. 

Null is used to represent “no value”. 

The scripts don’t have access to type information of objects (there is no reflection or a 

typeof/instanceof operator). 

A.3. General features 

Most features of GGS are well known from other programming languages: 

 Scripts can declare and call user functions. A function can declare any number 

of parameters. Optional parameters or overloading is not supported. All 

functions are considered to return a value (null is returned if no other return 
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value is specified by the functions). Recursion is supported. Late binding is 

used to resolve function calls, in line with the dynamic nature of the language.  

 There is distinction between local variables (only available in current scope 

and its sub-scopes) and global variables (available in all scopes once the 

variable is declared) – local variables are declared using keyword “var” and 

global variables are declared using “global”. As with functions, variable names 

are resolved dynamically on runtime. 

 All common operators including mathematical (+, %, /...), logical (||, &&, …), 

relational (==, >=,…), bit logic (&, ̂ , …) and even ternary conditional operator 

(?:) are available. 

 Most common flow control and looping statements are present as well, 

including if-else-else if, while, for, break and continue. 

 Both block (/* … */) and line (//) comments work the same as in other C-like 

programming languages. 

 Scripts can declare their own enumeration types, in addition to those provided 

by the standard library. Enum values can be converted to and from numeric 

values using explicit conversions. Numeric values can be assigned to 

individual enum items either manually or automatically. One numeric value 

can correspond to multiple enum items. 

A.4. Specific features 

This section describes features that are very specific to GGS and are not common 

among programming languages. 

A.4.1. Object construction 

Objects in GGS are generally constructed in two ways – using literals (mostly applies 

to primitives) and using constructors. Constructors are methods that are called using 

the type name of the object being constructed, akin to static methods in other 

programming structures. 

var cone = HeightMap.RadialGradient(500, 500, 400, 1, 0); 

Figure 44: Object constructor creating a flat height map with a radial gradient (cone) centered at coordinates 

[500, 500] with radius of 400 px, height 1 in the center and 0 at the rim. 
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This allows one object to have many constructors with different roles. Classical 

constructors using only type name were rejected in design stage in the name of 

consistency – this way all objects behave very similarly. 

A.4.2. Arrays 

Arrays work as a hybrid of ordered linear list and a key-value dictionary. The array 

maintains the insertion order. Each value in the array has a key, which is either 

manually specified by the caller or generated automatically (when the “push back” 

operation is being used) from an integer sequence. Any key-value pair can be removed 

from the array at any time. 

Any object can be used as a key in the array. Null can’t be a key. Anything, including 

null, can be a value in a array. Arrays can be arbitrarily nested. 

This allows arrays to emulate almost any data structure the scripts might need, 

including lists/vectors, stacks, queues, dictionaries and hash tables. Arrays can also be 

used to emulate structures (which are not supported in the language themselves). 

This behaviour was copied from PHP almost in its entirety [23]. 

var arr = Array.Empty(); 
arr[“key1”] = “value1”; 
arr[] = 1; 
arr[] = 2; 

Figure 45: Array created using explicit constructor. 

Arrays can also be initialized using an array literal notation. This notation allows to 

insert values with both automatic and manual keys. 

var arr = {“key1”: “value1”, 1, 2}; 

Figure 46: Array using the array literal notation. This code is functionally equivalent to the code from Figure 45. 

A.4.3. Relative coordinates 

Situations, where a terrain feature needs to be positioned (or scaled) relatively to the 

reference map size, are very frequent in map scripts. 

var cone = HeightMap.RadialGradient( 
[0.5 * HeightMap.MapWidth, 0.5 * HeightMap.MapHeight], 
0.4 * HeightMap.MapWidth, 1, 0); 

Figure 47: Radial gradient placed in the center of the map with radius equal to 40% of the width of the map. 
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In order to simplify this notation, a concept of relative coordinate was introduced. A 

one-dimensional or two-dimensional coordinate (point) can be marked as relative to 

the appropriate map dimension using the “@” operator.  

var cone = HeightMap.RadialGradient(@[0.5, 0.5], 
0.4 * HeightMap.MapWidth, 1, 0); 

Figure 48: Code from Figure 47 written using the relative coordinate notation. 

The coordinates will stay in the relative representation for as long as possible, therefore 

an expression like “@0.2 – 0.1” will resolve correctly as “@0.1”.  

However, because the map might have different size in each dimension, the virtual 

machine needs to know to which dimension the relative coordinate relates. This is 

usually obvious – the coordinate is often used in an [𝑋, 𝑌] pair or passed into an 

function, which knows to which dimension the coordinate applies. But in the case the 

dimension can’t be determined, a runtime error is generated. 

var cone = HeightMap.RadialGradient(@[0.5, 0.5], 
@0.4, 1, 0); // The radius is not relative to any one direction. 

Figure 49: Code demonstrating when relative coordinates can't be used. 

A.5.  Standard library 

The standard library contains functions and classes from following general areas: 

 Point and coordinate types. 

 Conversions between various types. 

 Math – rounding, trigonometric functions, exponential functions etc. 

 Arrays – insertion, deletion, front/back, count etc. 

 Random number generator. 

 Messaging functions, which send a text message to the hosting applications 

(akin to “print”). Optionally can trigger an error, causing the script to be 

terminated. 

Then there are two main classes representing height data – height profile (one-

dimensional) and height map (two-dimensional). Both have quite similar suites of 

tools available, with height map having some extras. These tools include: 

 Basic height manipulation tools – addition, multiplication, inversion etc. 
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 Combination tools – map/profile addition, masking, intersection, unification 

etc. 

 Value range manipulation – cropping, clamping, range mapping etc. 

 Linear and radial gradient. 

 Graphical functions – blurring, scaling etc. 

 Random noise generators. 

 Matrix functions – rotation, shearing, flipping etc. 

 Height map to height profile conversion, and vice versa. 

 Map transformations – distance transformation, convexity map etc. 
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B. Intermediate code 

GeoGen Intermediate Code (GGIC) is code generated by GeoGen Script parser and 

then simulated by the virtual machine. This code is not meant to be serialized into files 

and therefore doesn't have to contain metadata like symbol declarations (those are 

stored in separate data structures within the compiler and virtual machine). 

While performance should not be completely ignored with GGIC, it is not a key design 

consideration due to the fact that vast majority of computational logic is located in 

native generator functions called by the render and not in the scripts themselves. 

Instead, main design goal of GGIC is simplicity of both the instruction set and its 

runtime. Because of this simplicity goal, GGIC is stack-oriented. 

Like GGS, GGIC is dynamically typed high-level language. Variable names are 

references to either local or global object tables and function names are references to 

global symbol table instead of an address or another low-level concept.  

All values residing on the object stack are dynamic objects, which carry type 

information themselves. Function metadata are stored in a separate data structure 

within the virtual machine, therefore the only data stored on the object stack are actual 

program values (function parameters and in-expression temporary values). Local and 

global variable values are stored in a separate data structures.  All instructions, which 

work with program values use these dynamic objects, with the exception of 

instructions, which create those dynamic objects from constant values.  
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B.1. Instruction set 

Figure 50 contains full instruction set of GGIC. 

Name Description Parameters 

Load/store 

LoadConstNumber Creates a new instance of 

Number with value n and pushes 

it onto the stack.  

Number n 

LoadConstBoolean Creates a new instance of 

Boolean with value val and 

pushes it onto the stack. 

Boolean val 

LoadConstString Creates a new instance of String 

with value str and pushes it onto 

the stack. 

String str 

LoadNull Pushes null onto the stack.  

DeclareGlobalValue Declares a new global variable 

with name variableName. 

String variableName 

DeclareLocalValue Declares a new local varable with 

name variableName. 

String variableName 

LoadScopeValue Pushes value of scope variable 

with name variableName onto 

the stack. 

String variableName 

StoreScopeValue Stores top value from the stack 

into a scope variable with name 

variableName. 

String variableName 
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LoadMemberValue Pops a value from the stack and 

pushes value of its member 

variable with name variableName 

onto the stack. 

String variableName 

StoreMemberValue Pops a value from the stack and 

then stores top value from the 

stack into the first value’s 

member variable with name 

variableName. 

String variableName 

Pop Pops a value from the stack and 

discards it. 

 

Function calling 

CallMember Pops a value from the stack and 

calls a function with name 

functionName on it. The function 

will expect its parameters to 

follow on the stack. Parameter 

validation is done by the called 

function itself. 

String functionName, 

int 

numberOfArguments 

CallGlobal Calls a global function with name 

functionName on it. The function 

will expect its parameters to 

follow on the stack. Parameter 

validation is done by the called 

function itself.  

String functionName, 

int 

numberOfArguments 

CallBlock Calls code block c. CodeBlock c 
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Control flow 

If Pops a value from the stack. If 

that value is true, executes code 

block c1, otherwise executes code 

block c2. Throws error if type of 

the popped value is not Boolean. 

CodeBlock c1, 

CodeBlock c2 

While Repeats code block c until a break 

is issued. 

CodeBlock c 

Break Terminates current code block 

and n code blocks above it. 

Prevents While instruction from 

looping again. 

Int n 

Continue Terminates current code block 

and n code blocks above it. Does 

not prevent While instruction 

from looping again. 

Int n 

Yield Pops a value from the stack and 

yields it from the script with label 

name. Throws error if the type of 

the value is not a HeightMap. 

String naae 

Figure 50: GGIC instruction set. 

B.2. Code blocks 

Sequences of instructions are organized into code blocks. A code block represents a 

chain of instructions executed in a single scope. The code block may contain 

instructions which cause jumps to other code blocks (If, While) or terminate execution 

of current code block without finishing it (Continue, Break). A function can be 

composed from multiple nested code blocks. 
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B.3. Variable name resolution 

Variable name resolution in GGS is dynamic – all instructions working with variables 

are parameterized by variable names. 

For purposes of variable name resolution, all the code located in the main script body 

is considered to be wrapped in a function called “<main>” (this function name can't 

be used by user functions in the script).  

GGS distinguishes two types of variable names (handled by two different pairs of 

load/store instructions): 

1. Member variables are referred to using a dot operator as is usual in many 

modern programming languages. 

2. Scope variables are either global or local variables. These are grouped into 

one category, because they can’t be distinguished before actual name 

resolution. 

Since GGS doesn’t support inheritance, member variable name resolution is extremely 

simple – the variable can only be a member of the object on which the dot operator is 

being used. 

Scope variable references are all the variable references not preceded by the dot 

operator. The variable resolution algorithm is as follows: 

1. Check variables declared in current code block. 

2. Move one code block up the code block stack and repeat 1 until root code block 

of currently executing function is reached. 

3. Check global variables declared by the script. 

If a variable name can’t be resolved appropriate runtime exception is thrown. 

B.4. Calling convention 

All function calls are dynamic – the call instructions only contain name of the called 

function. Similar to variables, there are two types of functions: member and global. 

Member function names are resolved in similar way to member variables. Global 

function name resolution is also very simple – it only checks the list of global 

functions. 
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Function parameters are passed exclusively via stack. The parameters are stored on the 

stack in order in which they are being passed (the first parameter is the bottommost). 

If the function is a member method, the object instance is always passed on top of any 

other parameters. 

With exception of the “this” instance in case of member methods, which gets popped 

by the call instruction, removal of parameters from the stack is responsibility of the 

function code (typically, a function will pop the values from the stack and store them 

into variables immediately). 

The call instruction always has to provide the number of arguments being passed, so 

the called function knows how many values it is supposed to pop from the stack. This 

allows for implementation of features such as implicit parameters and functions with 

variable number of parameters for native functions (user defined functions are not 

allowed to declare implicit parameters or functions with variable numbers of 

parameters). 

Break instruction may be used to terminate execution of the function before reaching 

the end of its root code block (there is no dedicated "return" instruction). 

The return value has to be present on top of the stack when Break instruction is called 

or when the end of the function’s root code block is reached. If the function has no 

return value, it must push Null onto the stack. 

Removal of any other values from the stack is responsibility of the function.  

B.5. Operators 

All operators are implemented as global functions and are invoked with CallGlobal 

instruction, with exception of index access operator which is a member of the Array 

class. Should the operator behave differently on various types of values such as "true 

& false" vs. "2 & 5", the distinction is left to the implementation (native function 

implementations have full access to type information of the objects). 
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B.6. Error handling 

Whenever any error occurs, execution of code is terminated and under no 

circumstances can be resumed. There are no error recovery primitives.  

This simple behaviour is desirable, because essentially any runtime error (such as 

height overflow) would result in a glitches or artefacts being generated onto the map. 

Terminating generation whenever such error occurs forces script authors to write 

scripts in a way that no errors occur. 

When the machine finishes with a failure, its memory is for diagnostic purposes kept 

in the exact shape in which it was when the error occurred (except it is marked as 

failed), so the client application can extract any information it desires (such as call 

stack and values of variables). It is therefore responsibility of the hosting application 

to properly destroy the virtual machine whether it finished successfully or not. 
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C. Example script “Conflux” 

This script presents a moderately complex map script and describes it in detail. It 

creates a map with a number of rivers meeting in a central lake. 

 

Figure 51: The final map created by this script. 

Full description of all the functions used can be found in the scripting reference on the 

attached CD. 

Script metadata declare that the map is finite in both directions. Among other 

information, it also declares two script parameters: one which determines number of 

rivers on the map and another which determines size of the lake (using a custom 

enumeration type). 

enum LakeSizes 

{ 
 None, 
 Tiny, 
 Small, 
 Medium, 
 Large, 
 Huge 
} 
 
metadata  

{ 
 Width: Finite, 
 Height: Finite, 
 Name: "Conflux", 
 Description: "Several rivers meeting in a central lake.", 
 Author: "Matěj Zábský", 
 Parameters:  
 { 
  LakeSize: { Type: LakeSizes, Default: Medium }, 
  NumberOfRivers: { Min: 2, Max: 16, Default: 6 } 
 } 
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} 

Figure 52: Metadata section of the script. 

The basic idea is to create a template out of lines and a circle, distort it, turn it into a 

three-dimensional shape with distance transform and then sprinkle in some noise to 

make the map look more natural. 

First step to create the template is to draw lines going from the centre of the map to 

points on a circle greater than the map itself (so that end of the lines is never seen). 

Spacing of the points on the circle is slightly randomized, to make the map less 

predictable. 

A circle with radius based on the “LakeSize” script parameter is then added to the 

template. 

var template = HeightMap.Flat(1); 

  
var angleStep = 360 / Parameters.NumberOfRivers; 
var startingAngle = Random(0, 360); 
for ( 

var angle = startingAngle;  
angle < startingAngle + 360;  
angle += angleStep) 

{ 
var maximumAngleDeviation = angleStep / 4; 

 var randomizedAngle = Random( 
angle - maximumAngleDeviation,  
angle + maximumAngleDeviation); 

  
var point = @[ 

        0.5 + Cos(DegToRad(randomizedAngle)), 
        0.5 + Sin(DegToRad(randomizedAngle))]; 
 

template.DrawLine(@[0.5, 0.5], point, -1); 
} 
 
var lakeCircle = HeightMap.RadialGradient(@[0.5, 0.5],  
 Number.FromEnum(Parameters.LakeSize) * 50, -1, 1); 
template.Intersect(lakeCircle); 

Figure 53: Code creating template for the map out of lines and a circle. 
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Figure 54: The template as created by code in Figure 53. 

The template is then distorted in order to turn the rivers from straight lines into 

meandering curves. The distortion is always continuous, guaranteed not to break the 

lines.  The distortion is done in two steps two make meanders on different scales. 

template.Distort(100, 50); 
template.Distort(50, 25); 

Figure 55: Code distorting the template. 

 

Figure 56: The template distorted by code in Figure 55. 

The distortion however causes the lines and shapes to blur, which can be rectified by 

sharpening the image. “CropHeights” can be used for this purpose. Using the same 

number as both its “minimum” and “maximum” arguments will replace all height but that 

height with a replacement height. In this case, all heights other than 1 are replaced with 

0. 

template.CropHeights(1, 1, 0); 

Figure 57: Code sharpening the template blurred by distortion. 
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Figure 58: The template sharpened by code in Figure 57. 

The template is now finished and can be used for the distance transform, which 

replaces each pixel with height representing its distance to the closest pixel with height 

0 or less. A small number is subtracted from the distance map to create basins of the 

rivers and the lake. 

var distanceMap = HeightMap.DistanceMap(template, 200) 
 .Blur(5) 
 .Add(-0.07); 

Figure 59: The distance transform code. 

 

Figure 60: The distance map as create by code in Figure 59. 

Next step is to combine the distance map with some random noise. Masked addition 

is used, because only very little noise is allowed to be added to the rivers, otherwise 

they would end up being blocked. The distance map itself is used as a mask. Most of 

the simple operations in this block of code are needed to make sure the distance map 

and noise are mixed in precisely right amounts to make the map aesthetically pleasing. 
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var noise = HeightMap.Noise(CreateNoiseLayers(128), 2) 
 .Abs() 
 .Add(0.05); 
 
var mask = HeightMap.Clone(distanceMap) 
 .ClampHeights(0, 1) 
 .Multiply(0.3) 
 .ClampHeights(0.01, 1) 
 .Multiply(5) 
 .Blur(20); 
 
var final = HeightMap.Clone(distanceMap) 
 .ClampHeights(-1, 0) 
 .Blur(5) 

.Add(noise, mask); 
Figure 61: The code combining the distance map with random noise. 

 

Figure 62: The combination of the disatnce map and random noise as created by code in Figure 61. 

The final step is to apply a glaciation filter on the entire map. This filter simulates an 

effect of an ice age on the map, resulting in flat lowland areas and steeper peaks. 

final.Glaciate(0.1); 
yield final; 

Figure 63: The code applying the galciation filter on the map. 

 

Figure 64: The final map after the glaciation filter was applied. 
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Different maps can be created with different configurations of the script parameters.

 

Figure 65: Huge lake, 2 rivers, 1000×1000 px map size. 

 

Figure 66: Small lake, 16 rivers, 1000×1000 px map size. 

 

Figure 67: Medium lake, 8 rivers, 4000×4000 px map size. 
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D. Contents of the CD 

The attached CD contains following files and directories: 

 bin – ready-to-use binaries for Windows. See the scripting reference for a how-

to on the console interface. 

 source – source code of the implementation. See the API reference for 

information about its structure. 

 documentation 

o scripting reference – full reference of the scripting language and its 

standard library. Also includes tutorials and detailed descriptions of the 

example scripts. 

o API reference – documentation of the source code. Also includes 

tutorials on how to use the generator as a library. 

 examples – example map scripts. See the scripting reference for detailed 

descriptions. 

 known issues.pdf – list of known bugs in the implementation. 

 thesis.pdf – electronic version of this thesis. 


